Awards Ceremony Honors Seniors and More

Left to right: Amanda Khoury, Lauren Wolff, HyunJi Boo, and Charles Hu, all Class of 2019, were presented with the NYCPM Scholarship Award by Michael J. Trepal, DPM ('81), Vice President of Academic Affairs and Dean (center). Co-winner Samantha Williams was not present.

Thirty-six distinct awards were bestowed in early May at NYCPM’s Annual Awards Ceremony to second-, third-, and fourth-year students who excelled in academics as well as other aspects of their achievements as podiatric medical students. Ninety-nine percent of the awards have a monetary component; the Pi Delta and the Pi Mu Delta honors do not. As usual, the mood reflected both pride and celebration. Congrats to all!

Susan Rice, DPM ('88) is chair of the Scholarship Committee.

Left Photo - Arthur Gudeon, DPM ('60) presented Ria Sajnani (2020) with the Bruce Frankel Memorial Scholarship Award.
Center Photo - Trustee Kathy Reilly Fallon, DPM ('94) presented Kwame Doh (2020) with the scholarship she established.
Right Photo - Mark Kosinski, DPM ('83), presented Uzma Afar (2019) with the Dr. Arthur Steinhart Scholarship.